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About This Game

Puppy Doge VR offers a light VR experience where players casually interact with a puppy.

features:

 choose from 3 different puppies

 pet puppies by stroking their fur

 feed or play fetch

 Optional "Doge Mode" inspired by internet meme

Disclaimer: this basic simulation DOES NOT feature mechanics such as growth or obedience training. This is not a full blown
pet game.
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I don't know why is this game getting hate, this game is acually pretty good.. The third part of the Alien Breed series, starting
this third part will give a big D\u00e9j\u00e0 vu of the second part. The intro and start-screen are pretty much the same but
instead of green they used a orange\/yellow theme. After a quick Google search i came to the conclusion that this part was
released a little less than two month's after part 2.

As stated before the intro and start menu look exactly the same as part 2, after starting a new single player you get to see the re-
cap of what happened. Again this looks actually like part 2, even the first minute was the same as the previous part. After the
cut-scene you get to start and it again looks actually like A.B 2, i am not stating this is a good or bad thing but since i didn't like
the previous part this just didn't work for me.

Level design is done with a great eye for details, allot of scenic sightseeing helps to enhance the orbital atmosphere. The in-
game cut-scenes are i bit short in my opinion, since they look decent and some of the character designs are to be called quite
unique i would like to see them for longer than 5 seconds... The HUD's change of colour works better since it's easy to see no
matter whats in the background. The music is still pretty good but after playing five minutes i noticed that they cut the alien
ambient sounds. Objectives in the main campaign are mainly going from A to B and activating a switch to proceed in the level
and some backtracking.

Controls are still mainly for the twin-sticks and using a keyboard\/mouse feels awkward and still has some issues with turning
around to shoot an enemy that is hitting you in the back. The multiplayer\/coop aspect and survivor-mode are still the same as
part 2, the overall gameplay is nice but not my thing. Also instead of tuning the game after A.B 2 they kept everything the same,
this could again be a good\/bad thing but they could of optimize the keyboard controls.. Don't let my hours fool you, I use the
client outside of Steam.

Eve can be a lot of fun, but my god is the learning curve high. I mean really high, and once you really do understand how to
play, you may not enjoy it. It's certainly not for everyone, and depending on what you really want to do, you might need to pay
the subscription to do it. Honestly if you don't you're only going to get so far, as it is with most every free to play game out
there, but it's very true here, as you're locked off from certain skills, ships, and equipment.

The game shines if you can join a Corporation and meet people. Good luck meeting the right people, as the people you meet is
going to be a crap shoot. Tons and tons of corps out there try and recruit absolutely anyone they can, so it takes some time to
find the right one that suits what you want to do; be it casual or serious, the corp exists.

It really is a massive game, and it's aged well enough; Eve stands as a testament to what other mmo games could accomplish if
they have enough ambition. Eve is one of the few examples out there where the universe really IS shaped by the players in it,
and unlike other mmos, it's all one server, which is a plus in my mind.

Eve is a grind like no other. Skills simply take time. You add them to a queue, and each one takes anywhere from a few
minutes, to weeks, which really slows things down to a crawl if you think that it's just all about learning the curve and putting in
the work. Its not. You go to the market, look for the skill, pray someone is selling it at the station you're currently at, and then
you wait. Want to fly a specific ship? it's going to require knowing multiple different skills trained to various levels (1 to 5 if i
remember correctly), and this is going to take you quite a long time to get together. Then afterwards you're going to need to
outfit it with weapons and then outfit the weapons with ammo.

the point being, it's an incredibly complex game. If you like incredibly intricate games that require a lot of time and patience to
get into, here it is. I recommend this game because I enjoy that sort of thing, but it's hard to suggest this game at the same time
knowing the absolutely massive time commitment it is.

 Best of luck. So, initially I had some very subjective issues with this one. I wasn't a fan of the art style and some of the voices
felt questionable.

However, this is a pretty awesome title.

It's fully voiced, including the random side characters. There's lots of choices and while most don't really matter, they usually
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give you a bit of different dialogue and are sometimes brought up later too. The characters have their own lives which don't
revolve around the MC, this is kind of minor, but it's often completely ignored in other titles. What is mean is that whomever
you don't choose to romance will eventually date someone else. Minor, but welcome.

What really made ACE Academy shine for me though was the story\/writing and the characters. There are some that are kind of
trope-y, but not to an annoying degree. They're all fun and after completing all the routes, it's really hard to pick favorites. Also
the comedy is often spot on, there's lots of random references to other franchises\/media and while I'm sure I missed some, the
ones I got really made me chuckle.

All in all, I'm really glad I finally gave this a go after nursing it in my backlog for years!

Also... STOP BEING A PERVERT!. I don't get why people think this game is so difficult, you just have to spend some time
learning the game physics and the controls. I think people just played it, rage quitted the game after a short while and
declared it as impossible, without even trying to learn it. I think the game is really fun and worth the low price. Only
downside is how short the game is, but hopefully there will be more levels soon.. Remember playing this in my PS1 days... The
nostalgia is too strong.

Being made in 1997, it has rather clunky controls and is locked to really low resolutions, but it's just such a good game!. I
like this. I bought this when this was on sale, and the game is good. I would pay 5$ for this game, butit would be better if you
can play co-op.. I love love love the Fighting Fantasy game books from the 80's\/90's The "choose your own adventure"
books were incredible and seeing them transformed on all types of platforms really makes me happy.

Please make Warlock of firetop mountain and City of Thieves as well!
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A phenomenally fun game, especially for the low price of a single dollar. Flying around is fun and not too nauseating for
experienced VR players. That said, the game is boring without other people to fight, and a huge issue is the inability to turn with
a joystick or something rather than physically turn, something that can screw up gameplay on Oculus.. My happiness went down
to zero
Ran naked around the city
Got locked up. Solid enough, this campaign can be hard as hell if youre not that good, and if you are choosing this between
barbarian invasion, my vote is to get barb invasion. gud ost very differant. ez speedrun
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